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R to L (Japanese Style)The manga adapation of the legendary video game series, now available in

English for the first time! Become part of the Legend â€“ the Legend of Zelda!The Legend of Zelda is

a high-fantasy adventure based on the wildly successful and long-running video game series by

game designer Shigeru Miyamoto. In February 2000, Shogakukan began publication of manga artist

Akira Himekawa's adaptation of nine of the most well known Nintendo games in the series. Each

story follows the adventures of Link, the hero of the video game series, as he battles the forces of

evil to save the Sacred Realm. Oracle of Seasons:In a small village in Hyrule, there lives a boy

called Link who has the mark of the Triforce on his left hand. It is a mark of destiny that once again

leads Link on a fantastic adventure! Transported to the land of Holodrum, Link meets Din, the

Oracle of Seasons. But a plot to steal the seasons from Holodrum unfolds and Link must battle the

evil General Onox to save Holodrum and his friends from a terrible fate!
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Please note: I received this book in the Akira Himekawa Zelda Manga Box Set I bought, rather than

acquiring it separately, hence the fact it does not say "verified purchase" above my review.Before I

begin my actual review, I would like to take the time to point out something that I always try to say in

my reviews of the books in this series; I own and have played almost all of the games in the Zelda



series, including the game that this book was based on, The Legend of Zelda: Oracle of Seasons;

therefore, I am very familiar with the characters and events that appear in it. Because of this, you

may rest assured that I am well aware of any changes made between the game and the manga

adaption.While Oracle of Seasons and Oracle of Ages may not be the most famous Zelda games,

they did have the distinction of being the first handheld Zelda games that were released in full color.

Their stories were actually very good, and with their settings being in lands outside of Hyrule, they

were certainly unique and adventurous in nature. Akira Himekawa does capture the story of Oracle

of Seasons wonderfully in their manga adaption, even if it is a little different from the original

tale.The main storyline is still the same; Link is magically transported to the land of Holodrum by the

Triforce itself, in order to undertake a trial issued forth by the sacred relic. There, he meets and

befriends Din, a beautiful dancer who hides a very big secret; she is actually the Oracle of Seasons

--the one who controls the seasons of the world with her sacred powers. When she is kidnapped by

a mysterious villain named Onox, the seasons are plunged into chaos, and Link must rescue Din

and defeat the evil before it's too late.
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